
Huuuge Games is a mobile games developer and publisher. 

The company’s development efforts have focused on


the fast-growing multi-billion dollar social casino gaming 

market worldwide. Its flagship app, Huuuge Casino, offers


a social gaming experience where users can interact and 

play with other players from around the world, in real time. 



The attractive, free-to-play casual casino environment has 

earned the company a steady spot in Google’s Top 30 

Highest Grossing Games, in one of the most competitive 

domains of the mobile scene - casino gaming.



Huuuge Casino, as well as the company’s other apps,


are available on all major mobile gaming stores, including 

iTunes, Google Play and the Amazon App Store.  
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How Huuuge games boosts 
performance and saves time 
with AppsFlyer’s master API



Challenge: AGGREGATING DATA ACROSS MULTIPLE DATA STREAMS

The highly-competitive environment of gaming apps (and particularly, casino-style 

gaming apps) requires Huuuge to be particularly vigilant in their user acquisition 

efforts. These efforts extend far beyond driving a steady stream of new users to 

download the app; the apps’ success depend on continuous and recurring user 

engagement. Like many other leading gaming apps, Huuuuge works with a large 

number of ad networks and user acquisition partners for these very reasons.



The UA teams at Huuuge rely heavily on data from recent and current campaigns in 

order to optimize them in real-time; budgets are moved and changed in 

accordance with campaign performance. With the growing need to measure 

multiple apps simultaneously, alongside dozens of campaigns and media sources, 

AppsFlyer has become an indispensable part of Huuuge’s marketing stack. The 

AppsFlyer dashboard is referenced numerous times on a daily basis by Huuuge’s UA 

and BI teams, mostly for pulling Cohort, Protect 360, Activity and Retention reports. 



While the data was readily available in the various reports, UA team members 

required a more holistic view of their KPIs to better understand the quality of the new 

acquisitions and the funnel each campaign was driving. Combining certain KPIs and 

analyzing, for example, the cohort revenue for a certain day post-install, or the 

aggregate return on ad spend for day X post-install, could only be done by pulling 

and combining several different reports. Pulling aggregate data for broader 

timeframes (such as 6 months back) required additional reports to be pulled and 

combined.



Team members found themselves cross-referencing several reports and performing 

additional calculations, a needlessly time-consuming task that could take up to an 

hour each day per team member.



Solution: MASTER API

As companies scale, the sheer volume of raw data can be astounding; navigating it 

effectively can not only save time and effort, but give a whole new outlook on the 

insights within. With the right tools in place, teams like Huuuge’s UA teams can 

customize their data reports to achieve the flexibility they need.  AppsFlyer’s 

Master API fills that void. Master API is an aggregated data API that enables users to 

create custom reports with the groupings and KPIs of their choice. The API can 

combine data about Lifetime Value (LTV), Retention, Cohort, Activity and even 

Protect360 based KPIs, for single or multiple apps. The API is composed of a URL 

that defines the desired data to be viewed. With virtually hundreds of possible 

parameter combinations, each team member can pull precisely the data they need 

in one convenient report. It is customizable through and through, making it the 

optimal data analytics tool for the complex drilldowns BI and UA teams require. 

Master API also offers the flexibility of Calculated KPIs, which enable the user to 

create new KPIs on top of available KPIs. If, for example, you wanted to measure the 

click to in-app conversion rate, you could achieve this with Calculated KPIs.



Example of Master API query:


https://hq.appsflyer.com/export/master_report/v4?

api_token=xxxx&app_id=xxxxx&from=2018-08-03&to=2018-08-04&pid=googleadw

ords_int&groupings=app_id,geo,pid,c,af_channel,install_day&geo=US&kpis=installs,r

evenue,retention_day_1,retention_day_7,retention_day_14,retention_day_30,event_co

unter_af_purchase,unique_users_af_purchase&calculated_kpi_clicks_to_inapps=eve

nt_counter_af_purchase%2fclicks



This call will return a CSV report file that includes data on: installs, revenue, retention 

day 1, retention day 7, retention day 14, retention day 30, event counter af purchase, 

unique users af_purchase, and clicks to inapps conversion rate as KPIs. The 

groupings for this query are: app ID, geo, media source, campaign, channel and 

install day. In addition, the data is filtered to include data from United States only.



The team was astonished to discover that the daily hard work spent pulling and 

analyzing multiple reports could be resolved with a single query. Introducing Master 

API to the workflow had an immediate impact on the team’s data analytics 

productivity. What used to take each team member an hour every day was suddenly 

available at the click of a button. Full reports could be pulled in seconds, rather than 

manual aggregation that could take over an hour. With each team member able to 

customize their own report to include all the required data in one place, they were 

able to gain considerable insight while saving a lot of time and effort. The ability to 

pull and draw insight from readily available data is crucial to Huuuge as they 

continue to scale up. 

Impact:


The ability to customize exactly the type of data we need with 
multiple KPIs, provides us a full 360-view at the click of a button. 
Our team can get all the specific insights they need, instantly, 
and in one place.

Misha Syrotiuk

Head of Ad Networks and Programmatic Ad Buying





Use cases

Campaign Manager


Kazik is responsible for campaign management in Huuuge 

Games. He manages campaigns that run on all media 

sources that are not SRNs. Kazik needs ROAS (return on ad 

spend) data on a publisher (site ID) level, to evaluate how 

well specific campaigns are performing. With that data in 

hand, he can optimize the campaigns for each media 

source and make decisions about shifting around ad 

spend.



BI developer


Agnieszka is a BI analyst who works closely with the 

marketing team, namely the user acquisition team. Using 

a very simple GET request to AppsFlyer servers, Agnieszka 

can have aggregated data according to the Marketing 

team requirements. 
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